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SUMMARY
An article says about the basic magnetic features of ferromagnetic material, which need to be taken to the consideration
when designing model of elastomagnetic sensor. Mentioned is an intelligent calculator, which is used for calculation of
change of sensor permeability in cubic grate in dependence of the lay of vectors of magnetostriction and external field. In the
article, the sensor model in program PSPICE is described. Model in program PSPICE simulates a real hysterezis loop of
sensor, his loses, his dependency from the frequency and the entry signal. Realized is by passive elements and controlled
current sources the way it could simulates real entry signal and also the shape of the hysterezis loop. In the conclusion of the
article, the hysterezis loop of real sensor of a torque is showed. The basic requirements for the sensor model were simplicity,
accuracy, comprehensibility, open system and further utility for similar types of sensors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

3. CHANGE OF PERMEABILITY

One of the basic tasks of the measure technique
is sensoring, processing and evaluating of the
measured magnitude. As because the solution of
many
electrotechnic
problems
by
direct
experimental examining of physical real system is
sometimes quite difficult, it is more convenient to
experiment by computer model. Every scientific and
technical discipline has its specific issues when
composing models. The example can be the
modeling of the influence of features of
ferromagnetic on the output parameters of
elastomatgnetic sensor force. It uses the knowledge
of physic of magnetic elements, effect of
magnetostriction, features of basic circuits.

Own mechanism of influencing permeability by
mechanic force consists in consequence of
deformation on crystal grate of material. By its
influence, a distance of the atoms in the grate
changes an also the ration of this distance to the
radius of atoms. Of this, the size of the energy of
exchange forces depends, which cause agreed
orientation of magnetic moments no-compensated
spins and create the domains. A change of size of
domain oriented in particular direction will be
shown as change of magnetic polarization, or
magnetization vector [2]. After some modification
we can reach the formula for the change of
permeability:

2. ELASTOMAGNETIC EFFECT

Δμ =

Effect of change of geometric dimension of
ferromagnetic when change of magnetization, called
magnetostriction, was discovered in 1842 by Joule.
Magnetostriction effect is connected with
thermodynamic opposite effect – elastic-magnetic,
which was watched in 1865 by Villari. This effect
functions when mechanic strain of ferromagnetic
entity and changes its magnetic features, changes
also the permeability of the material [1].

where:
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is middle value of coeficient of

magnetostriction when saturation, B sef is effective
value of magnetic induction when saturation,
preassure.
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4. MAGNETOSTRICTION
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where: p is general pressure, M

(1)

is magnetic

polarization, w is relative deformation, H is
intensity of magnetic field, ϑ is external
temperature.

By influence of magnetic force on the entity, on
which this force works, it deformes. Change of
material
shape
describes
a magnetostriction
coeficient:

λm =

Δl m
lm

(3)
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Magnetostriction
crystals
is
Dependency

λm

of ferromagnetic mono-

characterized
by
anizotrophy.
λ m has for several crystalographic

directions <100> and <111>. Calculator shown on
Fig. 2. is used for simple calculation of
magnetostriction saturation for several directions of
magnetostriction vector and vector of external field.

directions
different
behavior.
Middle
magnetostriction is calculated from magnetostriction
in each directions of simple magnetization ({100},
{010}, {001}). The most often case is to set the
magnetostriction in direction of magneting. For the
magnetostriction in cubic grate in direction of
magneting is valid:

λv = λ100 + 3 ( λ111 − λ100 ) (α12α 22 + α 22α 32 + α 32α12 )

(4)

4.1. Intelligent calculator
Becker a Döring [3] agreed to the conclusion that
the magnetostriction of saturation can be described
by directing cosinuses of vector of external magnetic
field and of vector of magnetostriction with the axes
of crystal material composition. From that reason an
intelligent calculator was designed. In general
practice, there are several types of crystal material
composition. The most often and also the simplest is
cubic crystal composition, e.g. iron or nickel.

Fig. 2 Intelligent calculator
5. MODELING OF HYSTEREZIS LOOP
Using AC magnetic field the magnetic material
reports a hysterezis, see Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Hysterezis loop

Fig. 1 Cubic krystal
For the cubic crystal on the Fig. 1. the
magnetostriction saturation can be destribed as:

3
1⎞
⎛ 3
λs = λ100 ⎜ ∑ α i2 β i2 − ⎟
2
3⎠
⎝ i =1
+3λ111 (α1α 2 β1 β 2 + α1α 3 β1β 3 + α 3α 2 β 3 β 2 )

(5)

where: α i = cos ϕi a α i = cos ϕi .
Magnetostriction depends on direction of vector
of magnetostriction [xyz] , direction of vector of
external field [abc] and magnetostriction in

Hysterezis comes up due to errors (dislocation)
of the material, late delivery of buds counter
domens, what causes creation of heat looses in the
material. The material heat looses are relative to the
area of hysterezis loop. Hysterezis loop depends of
used material and external field intensity. By effect
of magnetic charging of magnetic material, it goes
the change of permeability and the change of the
hysterezis loops changes. In software PSIPCE, there
are several models, the most famous one is called
Jiles-Atherton model. When using Jiles-Atherton
model, it is necessary to know the values of material
constants. Total sensitivity and characteristic of
output value than depends on accurate assignment of
these constants. Jiles-Athertono model is from the
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modeling point of view and simulation demanding
on calculation and on accuracy of assigning material
constants, which can be found only by
experimenting. For his versatility and possibility to
get modified is very spreaded and used for modeling
of hysterezis loops of ferromagnetic materials. If we
do not know material constants, but we know the
shape of hysterezis loop of material, we can use
model which uses controlled resource for simulation
of material´s hysterezis loop.

3

amplifier. Block „Conducting“ consists of the signal
detection, comparing circuit and signal limiter.
6.4. Block „Measuring“
In the block „Measuring“ the outpus changing
signal is measured. Evaluated is effective or middle
value. This block is not a sensor model, it is just
a final measurement of output signal from sensor
model. In our case, the effective value is evaluated,
due to deformation of output signal.

6. SENSOR SIMULATION MODEL
Sensor model was created by passive elements
and by non-linear current and voltage sources.
Model is separated into four basic blocks, as shown
on Fig. 4.

Signal

Press.

Measur.

Output

Control

6.5. Controlled sources
The controlled sources are one of the most useful
features of PSPICE. Controlled sources measure
voltage or current and use the measured value to
control their output. The transformation allowed
between input and output is a multidimensional
polynomial. The dimension and the coefficients of
the polynomial are specified. The input to be
measured must be described. Single-dimension
polynomial functions, which are basically the aditive
combination of many linear functions, are easily
described using the syntax [5]:
(X) <node><node>POLY(1)<inputs><coefficients>

Fig. 4 Basic block scheme
Where X can be replaced by:
6.1. Block „signal“
In block „signal“ the entry signal is processed in
dependence from the basic parameters and magnetic
features of sensor. It comes to the signal deformation
which is done by the hysterezis loop of the sensor.
The hysterezis loop is simulated by current of
controlled voltage source. The hysterezis voltage
dependency itself is simulated by polynom of ndegree. Block „signal“ consists a source of
extitation signal, entry circuit impedance, non-linear
current controlled voltege source on hysterezis
simulation, switching circuit, summator, limiter and
block of ouptup impedance.
6.2. Block „Pressure“
Block „pressure“ simulates by controlled voltage
sources the mechanic pressure, which performs on
the real sensor. Here can be set the constant
pressure, pressure changing on time, or pressure
changing on shape or direction of increase or
decrease of the signal itself. Setup of the pressure
depends on operation conditions of real sensor.
6.3. Block „Conducting“
Block „Conducting“ switches increasing or
decreasing half-wave of the signal in output. It is
composed from passive elements and operative

E – voltage-controlled voltage source
F – current-controlled current source
G – voltage-controlled current source
H – current-controlled voltage source
6.6. Complex model scheme
A complex model scheme is shown on Fig. 5.
Excitating entry singal from source VIN is come on
entry source HR1 and also on entry source HR2.
Voltage source VMR1 is set for constant value 0V
and in the circuit is represents an ampermeter.
Circuit for controlled singal is also connected on
source VIN. In the bottom part of the scheme, the
circuit for controlled signal is shown, which output
manages swithers SW31 and SW32. Hysterezis loop
is simulated in parts. It is simulated separately the
top part of the loop where the excitating signal is
decreasing and the bottom part where the excitating
signal is increasing. Top part of the scheme consists
sources HR1, MULT1 a MAT1 simulates top part of
the shceme and the part of the scheme consisting
sources HR2, MULT2 a MAT2 simulates bottom
part of hysterezis loop. Block HR1 is no-linear
dependent, current controlled voltage source. His
function is described by polynom of n-degree :

U = k 0 + I .k 1 + I 2 .k 2 + I 3 .k 3 + ...

(6)
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Fig. 5 Model scheme in SPICE
where: U is output voltage of non-linear source,

k n are coeficients of polynom, I is controlled
current merged by amper meter VMR1. Affecting
pressure the steepness of hysterezis loop is changed,
as shown on Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 Simulation state of saturation
where: U ef is effective value of output signal, T is

Fig. 6 Dependance of pressure
Dependency of the pressure is modeled in
voltage source MULT1 , where the operation is
realized by multiplying source of pressure and
modeling of hysterezis loop. Source MAT1 is used
for accomodating the simulated signal in the part of
hysterezis loop which is added from signal from
source MAT2 in voltage source SUM. For correct
switching of both signals there are switchers SW31
and SW32, which are switching on increased or
decreased signal. Zener diodes on increase from
source SUM realize the saturation state as shown on
Fig. 7. The block „measuring“ is not the part of
sensor simulation model, but is necessary for
effective value, which is calculated as:

U ef =

1 2
u (t )dt
T∫

(7)

periode of the signal, u (t ) is measured material.
Modes allows simulate also a reversible
magnetization as it is shown on Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Reversible magnetization
End points in first contact copy a loop of primar
magnetization.
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7. TORQUE SENSOR
Torque sensor is composed from one excitating
ferromagnetic core (P), two sensoring ferromagnetic
cores (S) and a ferromagnetic pipe ®. Primary coil
consists all together 2000 coils and secondary coil
6000 coils [4]. The sensor is shown on Fig. 9.

5

simutated hysterezis loops of several materials by
polynom n-degree.
H f max + H fC

z=

H f max − H fC

∫

f h ( x)dx −

∫

g h ( x)dx −

0
H g max + H gC

∫

f d ( x)dx

∫

g d ( x)dx

⋅100%

0
H g max − H gC

0

0

(8)
This is one of the option of how to define
suitable material for the elastomagnetic sensor of
transformator type.
6.
Fig. 9 Torque sensor
After charging a pipe by torque, a magnetic field is
deformed. Between poles of coil there begins the
magnetic voltage. Consequently, the changing
magnetic flow flows by sensoring core, which in the
spools of sensing coil creates changing electric
voltage. Change of voltage is direct on the change of
the size of the torque. Simulated hysterezis loop is
shown on Fig. 10.

CONCLUSION

Model is build on the knowledge of the
hysterezis loop used magnetic material, size of the
value of excitation current and dimension of
measured preasure, by which i tis categorized as
models which for the simulation of real sensors need
minimum of entry information and eliminate one of
the core problems of models of transformator types
of sensors.
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Fig. 11 Effect of torque
The error of the sensor model in comparison with
real sensor is –0.32% and +0.54%. No-linearity is
1,05% and error of hysterezis is 0,78%. By formula
(8) we can define the loses of material, when
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